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Journals
Below is a list of journals you should monitor for content relevant articles. While we will not ask a question solely on the content of recent articles, we may ask questions that ask you to apply what you know from the content of the reading list below to a current issue or hot topic of recent articles.

- Psychological Science
- Learning and Memory
- JEP: LMC
- Memory and Cognition
- Cognition
- Cognitive Science
- Cognitive Psychology
- Journal of Memory and Language
- Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience
- Journal of Neuroscience
- Memory

References
The following book may be useful for a general background reference.


Sensory Memory

Short Term Memory

Longterm Memory
   A. Declarative/Explicit vs Procedural/Implicit memory


**B. Prospective memory, Source memory, and Autobiographical memory**


**Longterm Memory: Factors that affect storage**


**The influence of emotion and stress on memory**


**Measuring memory**


**Forgetting**


**Amnesia**


**False memory**


**Memory Models**


**Neuroanatomy of Memory: Cellular/Synaptic**


**Neuroanatomy of Memory: Neural Substrates**

**Memory and Aging**

**Recommended Additional Readings**